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Included in package:  CD106 Alignment Coupler
(four) 6mm x 25 mm flat head screws to install    
Alignment Coupler to socket.
(four) 6mm x 14mm flat head screws to install endo     compo-
nents to alignment coupler.
The counter sink slide fits to the socket.
The threaded side fits to the endo components.
Torque settings for 3mm adjustment screws is 5Nm.
Torque settings of 6mm flat socket head cap screw is 10Nm.
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Offset for ML and AP of 0.64”. Easily installs on four hole 
connector. Easy to adjust with 3mm wrench. 

For in house fitting and alignment purposes only 
not to be used outside of facility. 
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Transferring Alignment - Instruction example from Air-Lock Transferring Alignment - Instruction example from Air-Lock

When transferring, it is recommended to use a new lock or lock housing in the 
definitive socket. The lock in the test socket can be removed when time per-
mits and reused in another test socket. This will also allow you to duplicate 
the alignment established in the test socket in the definitive.  
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Lube and install glue plate 
on Coyote Alignable  
Connector.

Lube and install glue plate 
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Connector.

Attach a pyramid  
to Coyote Alignable 
Connector.

Attach a pyramid  
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Install pyramid on 
adaptor.

Install pyramid on 
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Install lock on mold in 
desired location, mark 

release button location. (See 
Caution #1).
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Rest mold and lock on 
Alignable Connector. Place 

test socket next to mold and 
compare alignments. 
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for more accurate 
comparisons.
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Separate lock from  
connector. Fill connector 

with Coyote Quik Glue or fast-
setting epoxy.

Separate lock from  
connector. Fill connector 

with Coyote Quik Glue or fast-
setting epoxy.

Place mold and lock 
back into connector in 

desired location. Let set. 

Place mold and lock 
back into connector in 

desired location. Let set. 
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Use Coyote alignment 
coupler CD106 for 

alignment during fitting. 

Use Coyote alignment 
coupler CD106 for 

alignment during fitting. 
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Remove pyramid from 
tube clamp then remove 

pyramid and glue plate.  

Remove pyramid from 
tube clamp then remove 

pyramid and glue plate.  

Remove all lock parts 
before laminating. Put 

wax or clean clay in fabrication 
plug hole.
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Pull inner PVA bag over 
mold. Bag may be heated 

to help conform to distal end. 
Tie PVA to anchor in the tie-off 
ring.
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Trim excess PVA  
material between tie-off 

groove and o-ring.  Keep 
o-rings clear.
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39 39Run bead of Coyote  
Quik Glue or five minute 

epoxy around funnel of lock. 
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Place lock on anchor  
in desired location  

(see Caution #1). 
Clean excess glue. 
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 ATTENTION 
C1. Do not position lock with release button pointing posterior or 

anterior. Typically release button is oriented medially to help 
avoid being triggered.

C2.  Typical Coyote® components use 6x18mm screws. In 
atypical setups, longer screws may be needed. Always use 
screws class 10.9 or better.

C3. Do not lubricate inside of lock, this will attract debris. If 
you have a noise issue, it is typically due to seating. Call for 
technical assistance.

C4. Always use screws provided with connector during 
lamination to ensure proper depth is created for attachment.
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